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12 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 45 cm

Price 217.06 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 538

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/stair-light-controller-reactive-lighting-stair-lighting-system-
automatic-led-stair-lighting-the-driver-for-lighting-effects-version-11-to-14-p-383.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 2 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/modular-power-supply-36w-12v-led-strip-3a-p-343.html?language=en

Until recently, the stairs were underrated piece of architecture. Well enough to design, build correctly and ready. Owners
space with steps jealous but they lit suspended ceilings and are increasingly looking at our devices to breathe new life into
stairs - through their illumination. To meet the new needs have assembled a cost-effective lighting kit with the controller, two
motion sensors and two LED strips. A set of works by suitable them power supply company  MEANWELL/DELTA. The set can
find the right accessories designed specifically for mounting LED lighting as couplings, pipes and profiles.
 
Intelligent controller lets you program the lighting and extinguishing of light. We joined him motion sensors connected to the
sensors dusk. The control unit allows you to set the angle of view of a potential user of the stairs. However, it is narrow
enough that a person passing by degrees remain unnoticed. This cost-effective solution especially for the use of electricity.
Saving guarantees another jurisdiction. Lighting lights up piecemeal - but where exactly someone puts a foot and needed to
see whether he does it without harm to himself.
 
System voltage is stabilized by the power supply at 12V. This is another nod to the safe use.
 
People enjoy modern technology, because it gives you comfort, saves money and energy, and after dark completely changes
the character readable in daylight space.
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This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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